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Abstract:

This research aims to determine who is liable before the law for the injuries that may be caused by AI machine or so-called "robot" which uses artificial intelligence (AI)'s technology established by the ability of mental trial and self-decision; However, since even the best technology is not error-free, robots may cause severe damage to human beings and property, for society to just accept these new technologies and to foster innovation, clear rules on civil liability are required.

The Legislature in the EU, US and MENA region have been cautious about this issue, which has shaped a thoughtful predicament in defining who is responsible for the actions of the robot, whether the robot itself is liable for it, or that it is in the future liable to accept its consequences, and then to hold the robot personally responsible for the harm it may cause.

After reviewing the European Civil Law of Robotics issued in February 2017, we found that the EU's resolution was based on the idea of a "Human Agent" was liable to compensate for the damage caused by the acts of the robot; manufacturers, operators or owners.

That means the robot may be given a legal status which allows it to be an enabler, not a safeguarded thing, and to establish a future
legal status for the robot that may give it a legal personality, which necessitates studying the effect of the human Agent theory on the feasibility of the law in its traditional sense in the near future.
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Introduction and Overview:

· Artificial Intelligence and the Liability Problem:

Humankind has for millennia dreamt of making an artificial being that acts humanly, in fiction as well as philosophically. This dream is close to coming true, perhaps already within this century. The rapid technological change in our world has increased the number of technology influencing our lives. For instance, some law firms have already hired their first artificially intelligent attorney. Our phones have artificially intelligent assistants that learn which applications we use the foremost, and where we are heading when starting the car’s engine. Robotics nurses and surgeons aren’t fiction anymore. However, AI is increasingly being used in daily life. Sometimes, people enjoy the benefits of AI without even realizing it (smart, self-training programs, such as Siri, bots, Drones, and Autonomous cars, etc.) We live within the age of artificial intelligence (“AI”).

AI can briefly be described because the science of creating machines intelligent, to be ready to perform tasks that generally require human intelligence. Driving a car, trading stocks at the stock market and defining a military target in war are examples for
tasks that afore required human intelligence. Today, there are AIs ready to perform an equivalent task without human involvement.

AI technology often uses methods of reinforcement or machine learning to process big amounts of knowledge. An AI machine learns its task gradually to be more efficient and to become better; even as human – without further programming. Big technology companies are using AI alongside with reinforcement learning methods, to offer the user ‘unique, personalized experiences’. In existing fields, AIs have demonstrated a surprising ability to require unforeseeable decisions. Numerous AIs have also been involved in accidents of deadly innocent people, where the decisions made by the AIs themselves are questionable. This has given rise to public concerns that damages caused by AI without any possibility to carry a person’s liable.

However, since even the foremost effective technology isn’t error-free and since the interaction between humans and robots increases; domestic robots, self-driving cars, and other autonomous systems can inevitably cause harm to people and property. It’s up to a given society to easily settle for the new technologies, to foster innovation, and develop clear laws on civil liability are required.
• Law, robots and the Liability Problem:

The prevalence of AI in society means more people use AI, the greater the likelihood of varied violations of law which require legal liability. Thus, AI development and its ever-growing practical use require an update to legal regulations, and essentially restructure the legal system. If artificial intelligence seems as planned, i.e. a thinking human-like robot with feelings and emotions, then the law has to be altered to encompass the roles of robots in society. It means the lawmakers must review the prevailing legal framework and adapt it to the changing need of society.

Furthermore, with advances in artificial intelligence (AI), and particularly with machine learning techniques which permit robots to find out from experience and to resolve problems using algorithms and perform sophisticated analytical techniques, robots became more and more self-determining from human superordinate management. Unlike several of the non-autonomous robots operational in our homes and factories, autonomous robots are ready to take a high-level goal and determine the way to achieve it. Often with little or no human supervision in the least. In fact, to some extent robots operating with machine learning techniques can
find out how to unravel problems instead of having to be pre-programmed to perform each task.

Moreover, Robots with autonomy are generally ready to work for a short time independent of human intervention, navigate independently without human assistance, and avoid situations that will be harmful to the robot, people, or property. These characteristics of robots may cause self-maintenance, independent navigation throughout the environment, and therefore the learning required to perform tasks autonomously.

But with such robots, there is some problems for the law is that robots with machine learning, might not learn or reason as humans do, which can make their outputs difficult to predict, explain, and analyze underneath current legal schemes.

While the operation of autonomous robotic is typically regulated by the 2017 European Parliament resolution on Civil law rules on robotics, and therefore the US Chamber Institute for Legal Reform. In contrast with the Arabian region, this type of topic remains has little to no attention of concern; no regulations reforms have been introduced as of yet. However, this technological development within the mid-east has not been determined by its
legal features yet, therefore, we will refer to the general rules of civil law as much as possible, when it is needed.

• **Purpose Idea of the research and challenges:**

Robotics and AI became one of the foremost outstanding technological trends of our century. The fast increase in their use and development brings new and difficult challenges to our society. The road from the economic sector to the civil society environment obliges a distinct approach to these technologies, as robots and AI would increase their interaction with humans in diverse fields.

I believe that the danger posed by these new interactions ought to be tackled desperately, ensuring that a set of core fundamental values is translated into every stage of contact between robots, AI and humans. Such values to include human safety, privacy, integrity, dignity, and autonomy.

Whereas, because of the spectacular technological advances of the last decade, not only are today’s robots ready to perform activities which used to be typically and exclusively be performed by human but the development of autonomous and cognitive feature – e.g. the capability to find out from expertise and take independent decisions – has made them more and more similar to agents that interact with their environment and are ready to alter it
significantly; whereas, in such context, the necessity arising from a robot’s harmful action becomes a big issue.

Accordingly, the liability for the damages caused by the actions of AI has some issues we have to deal with. Besides these legal regulations, a number of the most questions arise: is AI capable of causing damage (is it possible that AI could also be hazardous and may cause damage?) Can AI be held responsible for its actions? What is the legal regulation of damages caused by AI?

• **Research methodology and outline:**

Since machines have become highly automatized or maybe fully autonomous, the range of possible applications is staggering. However, since even the best technology is not error-free and because the interaction between humans and robots increases, domestic robots, self-driving cars and other autonomous systems will inevitably cause harm to people and property. Therefore, as for societies to simply accept new technologies and foster innovation, clear rules of civil liability are required.

In addition, since there are not any general laws specifically regulating autonomous systems, this research will aim to approach the question of liability through the comparison to the extension of traditional legal doctrines. Hence, this research will discuss how
traditional civil liability theory doctrine within the EU, US, and Egypt are often applied to autonomous robots and compares current legal approaches to the present issue in these different types of jurisdictions.

This research proceeds as follows. In chapter 1, it reviews the Legal Personality for Autonomous and artificially intelligent robots are going to be essential or inessential. The review will cover the issue of whether AIs and autonomous robots should have a legal entity with legal rights and personal liability to be held liable for its actions or that legal rights and liabilities should not be extended to cover AI and autonomous robots. In chapter 2, discusses the legal personality of AI and autonomous robots to define the purpose of civil liability and to identify the party responsible for reparation of the infringement of another party’s rights or interests.
Chapter 1

Legal Personality for Autonomous and Artificial Intelligence Robots

There is no doubt that Artificial Intelligence is becoming more and more involved in our daily lives. AI is not limited to a particular form, it ranges from the use of Siri to make a simple phone call, to the use of security cameras with facial recognition technology universally as a way to track individuals. AI was at the beginning created to carry out tasks that might be tedious for human beings to do, such as seen within the scenario of working at manufacturing lines in factories. AI is said to be very effective as it can essentially carry out the same work that one single person could do many times faster. The result is higher productivity levels, and lower labor costs. Over time, the designers of AI became more creative and decided to develop AI’s abilities to include more complex activities such as speech recognition, learning, planning, and problem-solving.

• The Incongruousness of creating robots as liable legal persons:

The idea of AI outperforming humans in all kinds of task is spectacular to some but also worrying to others. Therefore, the
current incongruousness regarding the legal entity of AI are split between two schools of thoughts as follows:

**The first school** believes that because the potential of AI to surpass human intelligence grows higher, AI ought to be granted its legal rights and be subject to its liabilities. This school believes that AI ought to be treated as a legal person regarding the thought of “corporate personhood”, just like however the corporation is granted standing as a legal person with its rights and duties.

And **the second school** believes that legal rights and liabilities mustn’t be extended to cover AI as AI is just the results of programming by personalities so all of its actions may be derived back to either a personality’s being or a corporation. In alternative words, this school argues that AI does not have total autonomy as everything they are doing is barely as a result of they were programmed to try and do this at the start, and not as a result of they are acting upon their powerfulness.

**Based on the second school opinion** and refer to Article 59 (f) calls upon the European Commission to explore the legal consequences of planned making a new category of individuals, specifically for robots: electronic persons.
Therefore, traditionally when assigning an entity legal personality, we seek to assimilate it to humankind. This can be the case with animal rights, with advocates' argument that animals ought to be appointed a legal temperament since some are acutely aware beings, capable of suffering, etc., and so feeling which separates them from things. Yet the recommendations to the commission on civil law rules on artificial intelligence do not tie to the acceptance of the robot’s legal temperament to any potential consciousness.

Legal temperament is there for not coupled to any regard for the robot’s inner being or feeling, avoiding the questionable assumption that the robot could be aware of being. Assigning robots such temperament would, then, meet a simple operational objective arising from the requirement to create robots responsible for their actions.

There is one completely different situation once it ought to be attainable to assign associated entity legal personality: once this assignment would grant it a legal life. Thomas Hobbes informs the U.S. in *Léviathan* that the word “person” (persona) comes from the Latin for the mask, later returning to represent the self or the opposite. The “legal person” construct illustrates that the law has already appointed legal temperament to a non-human entity.
However, it might not be right to assume from this that robots may additionally get pleasure from such a temperament.

Legal personality is appointed to a natural person as a natural consequence of their being human; in contrast, its assignment to a legal person is relying on a legal fiction. A Legal person’s square measure ready to act among the legal sphere entirely as a result of there is a temperament being behind the scenes to represent it. Ultimately, it is, then, a physical person that breathes legal life into a legal person and without which, the latter could be a mere empty shell. That being the case, wherever will we stand with the robot? We’ve options: either a physical person is that the true legal actor behind the automaton or the robot itself can be a legal actor.

On the one hand, if we tend to deem there to be somebody behind the autonomous automaton, then this person would represent the electronic person, which, lawfully speaking, would – just like the legal person – simply be a fictional intellectual construct. That aforesaid though, the thought that one might develop such a classy mechanism to provide such a pointless result shows however incongruous it’d be to assign legal temperament to what is simply a machine.
On the opposite hand, the European Parliament resolution would seem additionally inclined to completely erase the human presence. In viewing as an associated degree electronic person, any “robots [which] build sensible autonomous decisions or otherwise act with third parties” (end of Article 59 (f)), the resolution appears to suggest that the automaton itself would be liable and become a legal actor. This analysis finds support in Article AB of the European Commission resolution, that states as below. Once an automaton is not any longer controlled by another actor, it becomes the actor itself. however will a mere machine, a body innocent of consciousness, feelings, thoughts or its can, become an autonomous legal actor? However, will we tend to even conceive this reality as foreseeable with 10 to 15 years, i.e. within the time frame set in Article 6 of the European Commission resolution from a scientific, legal and even moral perspective, it’s not possible these days– and possibly will remain so far a long time to come – for a robot to take part in legal life without a human being pulling its strings.

What is loads of, considering that the most purpose of assignment a robot legal personality would be to create it a liable actor within the event of injury, we should not that other systems would be way more effective at compensating victims; for example;
an insurance theme for autonomous robots, maybe combined with a compensation fund, (Article 59(a) to (e)).

In reality, advocates of the legal personality possibility have a fantastic vision of the robot, inspired by science-fiction novels and cinema. They browse the automaton – significantly if it’s classified pretty much as good and robot – as a true thinking creation, humanity’s friend, we tend to believe it would be inappropriate and out-of-place not solely to acknowledge the existence of an electronic person however to even produce any such legal personality. Doing, therefore, risks not exclusively assignment rights and obligations to what’s merely a tool, however additionally demolishing the boundaries between man and machine, blurring the lines between the living and also the inert, the human and inhuman.

Moreover, creating a substitution type of a person – associated degree electronic person – sends a powerful signal that couldn’t solely light the worry artificial being however additionally decision into question generally humanist foundations. The assignment person standing to a non-living, non-conscious entity would, therefore, be an error since, in the end, humankind would probably be demoted to the rank of a machine. Robots need to serve humanity and not have any different role, except inside the realms of fantasy.
On the other side, there is another opinion advocated by the first school, which considering the AI ought to have a legal entity with legal rights and personal liability, for the reason that AI will independently think on their own without the necessity of imitating human inputs or pre-programmed information ought to be considered as an entity. This is often as a result of they are independent and want if its legal entity since the laws that we have got now could be not sufficient to support AI capability to reason and perform by itself as a unique identity.

Thus, a singular legal entity with rights and liability square measure necessary for the implementation of AI. However, they cannot possess constant rights or liability as a natural person or legal person can since each of them is exclusive to every alternative. However before we tend to seek after the intent to expand legal rights to AI, we must always take a step back and look at another legal entity that’s not entirely human, a legal person. A legal person may be a legal entity assortment of the person to be able to perform legal actions as a unique identity for various functions.

A legal person is entitled to legal protection of its rights and duties, except for some that may only be enjoyed or incurred by a natural person. This concept will suit the implementation of AI,
which is additionally a legal entity. An example of this is the possession of properties. Even if a legal person cannot physically acquire its property, this could be done by its representative. The legal mechanism concerning a legal person can be implemented on AI since each of them does not have a physical existence, however, each of them exists within the legal realm. All the constraints on the rights and capabilities of the legal persons concerning legal actions that only a real person will perform may also be implemented for AI.

These actions are unit physically and lawfully reserved for a natural person, like the vote in elections, marriage, and inheritance. That means legal person will receive the inheritance because it will own property, this mechanism ought to be applied to AI too. Moreover, some countries develop a legislative base for a robotic, to explore the most options informative the legal personality of the AI, that arranged right down to instrument a framework of legal relations fashioned by legal entities. At the same time, there area unit some cases considering the robots as a standing national legal entity.

As a legal person, the AI would have a legal standing to sue and be sued. Current practices have already discovered that legal personality has been conferred to non-sentient entities like maritime
vessels or company entities, for the sake of legal uniformity. However, we have never associated or expected such entities to possess human qualities or morality. Therefore, giving AIs legal entity bypasses all the ethical implications encompassing the growth of AIs rights. Making a legal identity for AIs would facilitate the correct allocation of rights; create to the rights that area unit suited to the AI instead of to project human-based rights on to the AI. This technique additionally acknowledges an AI’s autonomy, as each activity conducted by the AI are within the name of the AI, and not its creators. Additionally, we can overcome the trouble of distinguishing the various owners of the elements of the AI; because the creators can jointly be thought to be the agents of the AI.

Lastly, civil liability problems also are resolved because of the presence of human beings; the agents (the AI’s creators) should act on behalf of the AI and compensate the injured person.
1.2. Conclusion:

In my opinion, I am inclined to agree with the second school of thought (AI must not have its legal rights and liabilities) for the subsequent reasons.

The first school of thought argued that corporations exist on paper as a separate legal entity from its administrators and shareholders. Even though corporations do not exist within the physical world (because it lacks a physical body), they are subject to their legal rights and duties and might be held liable for their actions. On the opposite hand, AI might or might not have a physical body however; it does indeed exists within the physical world and thus ought to be given the status of legal persons under the law.

I would prefer to point out that while a company exists as a separate legal entity and might be responsible for its actions, the action that a company takes should be carried out by a representative of the corporation. Thus, there is no doubt that there is indeed someone else (person) acting on its behalf. The same cannot be previously mentioned for AI that has no representative acting on its behalf, however, it’s instead, and acting based on the commands that area unit programmed into it. If we tend to give
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rights to AI, this would lead to the question of whether or not the rights area unit given ought to be an equivalent as those given to natural persons or legal persons, however as mentioned earlier, it should not run an equivalent rights as a legal person because it’s not acting within the same way. Legal persons will be held responsible instead of its administrators however the same concept should not apply to AI and its creators because it might provide an incentive for people (such as the individuals or corporations liable for the manufacture of AI) to flee both contractual and tort liability.

For example, within the case of using robotic surgeons to control patients, if one thing was to go wrong, the conception of AI having sole liability for the accident seems absurd because AI can’t be physically held in a jail cell or forced to pay a fine. In addition, AI and other robots cannot be sued nor will they be subject to many serious procedures of criminal punishments like facing death penalties. By granting AI with its rights and liabilities, this would allow for the individual or corporation who created the robotic surgeon to flee the responsibility by using AI as a defend to safeguard them from the law.

Thus, since civil and criminal liabilities do not affect AI, the people behind them ought to be held liable instead. By holding each natural person and legal persons liable for the actions of AI that
they need to be created, this would allow for the fulfillment of the aim of the law, which means that the injured party will be able to exercise the right of recourse and therefore the right to receive compensation. Furthermore, if the liabilities and penalties under the law do not affect AI, the law would be useless, and it might not be doing its job of imposing the rights and obligations of parties.

In conclusion, although it is going to seem unfair to place the fault on the creator of AI, it ought to be noted that at the end of the day, someone ought to be responsible for any errors made. In addition, by putting limits on the recognition of AI as legal persons, this serves to bring us a level of security. Whenever a corporation does a specific act, we all know for evidently that there is a person behind the scenes who are pulling the strings even if the corporation is its own “person” within the eyes of the law. However, the equivalent reassurance cannot be previously mentioned for AI if we tend to recognize it as a person.
Chapter 2

Civil Liability for Autonomous and Artificial Intelligence Robots

• Basic Legal Structure:

The high volume of daily commercial transactions in the economic environment globally and locally requires protection by the law to the interest of damaged parties due to breaching of agreements concluded between them. Therefore, the Egyptian Law defined that civil liability as the obligation to compensate for the damage caused by a breach of the original obligation, the original obligations arising from the contract, and others from the law.

Such civil liability may be due to a contractual relationship or due to a non-contractual “tort”. The Egyptian Civil Code regulates tort liability for damages to third parties in Articles 163 to 178. The Liability either be of personal act, which is regulated in Articles 163 to 172, or liability for others’ act which is regulated in Articles 173 to 175 and liability for damages of things that has to be guarded regulated in Articles 176 to 178. According to the Law, the damaged party of the aforementioned liabilities are entitled for compensation.
As mentioned before, the civil liability is divided into contractual or non-contractual liability. The first is that the obligation arising from the contract in case of not implementing the contract in the agreed manner. While the non-contractual or tort liability is based on a legal obligation derived from the provisions of the law, to compensate the injured person without a contractual relationship for example, the responsibility of the driver of the vehicle to injuring a passerby or killing him or the neighbor’s responsibility for the demolition of the neighboring house during the restoration of his home.

However, The purpose of civil liability is to recognize the party liable for reparation of the infringement of another party’s rights or interests. It may be a matter of “contractual” or “non-contractual” liability. Contractual liability arises once though damage doesn’t occur, a robot doesn’t conform to contractual obligations, e.g. doesn’t have the promised features. Non-contractual liability arises once associate agent, in this case, a robot, causes damage due to violation of a right, which is lawfully protected regardless of the existence of a contract (e.g. physical integrity).

Contractual liability is disciplined by the Principle of European Contract Law (PECL). Under Article 1:301 of PECL,
‘non-performance’ is qualified as “any failure to perform an obligation under the contract, whether or not excused, and includes delayed performance, defective performance and failure to cooperate in order to give full effect to the contract”. The article specifically states that an ‘intentional’ act includes an act carried out recklessly.

After a general part dedicated to formation of contract, validity and other legal rules, Chapter 8 examines non-performance and remedies. Non-performance is fundamental (Article 8:103 PECL) if: (a) strict compliance with the obligation is of the essence of the contract; or (b) the non-performance substantially deprives the aggrieved party of what it was entitled to expect under the contract, unless the other party did not foresee and could not reasonably have foreseen that result; or (c) the non-performance is intentional and gives the aggrieved party reason to believe that it cannot rely on the other party’s future performance.

Article 8:108 PECL disciplines non-performance which cannot be attributed to a debtor: A party’s non-performance is excused if it proves that it is due to an impediment beyond its control and that it could not reasonably have been expected to take the impediment in to account at the time of the conclusion of the contract, or to have avoided or overcome the impediment or its
consequences. However, clauses limiting or excluding remedies for non-performance are acceptable if their content is not contrary to good faith and fair dealing (Article 8:109).

The Egyptian Civil Code discusses various sources of obligations, the most important of which for present purposes are contract and tort. The applicable Egyptian legal provisions are quite similar to those prevailing in most European civil law jurisdictions. In general, a claim for compensation under the Egyptian Civil Code, unlike the law in some other Arab jurisdictions, must be based on either contractual or tort liability. In other words, a plaintiff may not base its claim against a defendant on a combination of the two types of liability. Where a contract exists, a contractual party seeking compensation for harm suffered generally must proceed under contract principles.

• **Damage:**

The main purpose of tort law is to indemnify victims for losses they should not have to bear themselves entirely based on an assessment of all the interests involved. However, only compensable harm will be indemnified, meaning damage to a limited range of interests that a legal system deems worthy of protection.
Article 221 of the Egyptian Civil Code contains some general principles for quantifying damages resulting from breach of an obligation, whether arising under contract or tort. (The Civil Code often refers to the party breaching its obligation as the ‘debtor’, and the party suffering harm from that breach as the ‘creditor’.)

- The judge will determine the amount of damages, if it has not been established within the parties’ contract (e.g., a liquidated damages clause) or by law.

- The amount of damages shall include losses suffered by the creditor as well as lost profits, provided such are the normal result of the debtor’s failure to perform its obligation (or its delay in performing). For these purposes, such losses shall be considered to be a ‘normal result’ if the creditor is not able to avoid those losses despite making reasonable efforts.

- If the relevant obligation arises from contract (rather than tort) principles, then a debtor will not be liable for damages greater than what could have been normally foreseen at the time of entering into the contract - although this limitation does not apply if the debtor committed fraud or gross negligence.
While there is unanimous accord that injuries to a person or to physical property can trigger tortious liability, this is not universally accepted for pure economic loss. Damage caused by self-learning algorithms on financial markets, for example, will therefore often remain uncompensated, because some legal systems do not provide tort law protection of such interests at all or only if additional requirements are fulfilled, such as a contractual relationship between the parties or the violation of some specific rule of conduct. Nor is it universally accepted throughout Europe that damage to or the destruction of data is a property loss, since in some legal systems the notion of property is limited to corporeal objects and excludes intangibles.

In addition, The Egyptian Civil Code contains some other rules on damages that apply specially to either contractual liability or tortious liability, but not both. For example, contractual parties may agree in advance as to "liquidated damages" owed in the event of contractual breach. Articles 224 and 225 of the Egyptian Civil Code contain three important general principles:

- the liquidated amount is not owed if the debtor proves that the creditor did not suffer any damage;
the liquidated amount may be reduced if the debtor proves that the parties' estimation was excessive, or if the debtor has partly performed the contractual obligation; and

the creditor is not entitled to claim more than the liquidated damages, even if harmed in excess of the liquidated amount, unless the debtor has committed fraud or gross error.

Other differences exist when it comes to the recognition of personality rights, which may also be adversely affected by emerging digital technologies, if certain data is released which infringes on the right to privacy for instance.

However, generally speaking, AI technologies do not call into question the existing range of compensable harm. Rather, some of the already recognized categories of losses may be more relevant in future cases than in traditional tort scenarios. Damage as a prerequisite for liability is also a flexible concept – the interest at stake may be more or less significant, and the extent of damage to such an interest may vary. This may in turn have an impact on the overall assessment of whether or not a tort claim seems justified in an individual case.
• Causation:

One of the most essential requirements for establishing liability is a causal link between the victim's harm and the defendant's sphere. As a rule, the victim who must prove that their damage originated from some conduct or risk attributable to the defendant. The victim then needs to produce evidence in support of this argument. However, the less evident the sequence of events was that led to the victim's loss, the more complex the interplay of various factors that either jointly or separately contributed to the damage, the more crucial links in the chain of events are within the defendant's control, the more difficult it will be for the victim to succeed in establishing causation without alleviating their burden of proof. If the victim fails to persuade the court, to the required standard of proof, that something for which the defendant has to account for triggered the harm they suffered, they will lose their case, regardless of how strong it would have been against the defendant otherwise (for instance, because of evident negligence on the defendant's part).

Tough as it is to prove that some hardware defect was the reason someone was injured, for instance, it becomes very difficult to establish that the cause of harm was some flawed algorithm.
Illustration 1. If a smoke detector in a smart home environment fails to trigger an alarm because of flawed wiring, this defect may be identifiable (and in this case is even visible). If, on the other hand, the smoke detector did not go off because of some firmware error, this may not be proven as easily (even though the absence of an alarm per se may be easily proven), if only because it requires a careful analysis of the firmware's code and its suitability for the hardware components of the smoke detector.

It is even harder if the algorithm suspected of causing harm has been developed or modified by some AI system fuelled by machine learning and deep learning techniques, because of multiple external data collected since the start of its operation. Even without changes to the original software design, the embedded criteria steering the collection and analysis of data and the decision-making process may not be readily explicable and often require costly analysis by experts. This may in itself be a primary practical obstacle to pursuing a claim for compensation, even if those costs should ultimately be recoverable as long as the chances of succeeding are hard to predict for the victim upfront.

There are certain characteristics of autonomous systems that separate them from “normal” machines and create specific problems for determining liability. The most crucial factors are
deep learning (especially reinforcement learning), mobility, interconnectedness, and the (un)foreseeability of the intelligent machines. Robot learning describes the robot’s ability to improve its performance through practice.

The relevant information for learning processes stems from existing data, but also from experiences and other new information. The relevant aspect of this technological development is the decrease of human control, seeing as deep learning can function solely by relying on training by algorithms without human intervention (“unsupervised learning”). Besides, the rising interconnectedness of machines can cause problems, since they are capable of simultaneously developing a connected infrastructure, making the isolated treatment of a single system more complicated. Lastly, the unforeseeable actions of autonomous systems might constitute the greatest challenge for traditional liability systems. The more intelligent systems learn independently and from other connected systems, the more difficult it can be for the human user to foresee robot behavior.

Whereas autonomous acts by a robot could be handled by a regime of strict liability, no member state in the EU nor any state in the US has enacted a statute specifically for damage done by intelligent robots. According to an EU study, liability for damages
caused by objects is generally attributed to the persons who have the object under their care or custody (listing Belgium, the Czech Republic, Estonia, and Luxembourg as examples). One exception is France, where the custodian’s liability without fault is explicitly applicable to any kind of object that causes damage.

In the US, the regime of strict liability governs product liability, the liability of the owner of wild animals and therefore the liability for abnormally dangerous activities. In light of this framework, researchers and organizations have made suggestions for future changes of the liability systems, as well as but not restricted to the introduction of a new strict liability statute for the possessors or operators of the intelligent robotic machines.

Furthermore, the European Parliament considers two possible approaches as possible solutions: (1) a strict liability regime or (2) a risk management approach. The strict liability approach would help the injured party since it only needs proof that harm has occurred which a causative link existed between the robot’s action and also the injury. A risk management approach would, on the opposite hand, find liable the person who would have been able to minimize the risk, that isn’t essentially the person “who acted negligently”.

On the other side, there are fundamental differences between the U.S and Egyptian legal systems. The Egyptian legal system (including its judicial structure and procedures, as well as its substantive laws) is largely a civil law system, along the lines of European continental civil law systems. Product liability lawsuits brought before the Egyptian courts involve civil law concepts of contractual and tort liability, with the judge determining both questions of law and assessment of fact -- juries are not a feature of the Egyptian judicial system. Similarly, the U.S. legal concept of punitive damages (i.e., awards that exceed a private party’s actual damages suffered) does not exist in Egypt, and class action lawsuits are not a prominent feature of the Egyptian judicial system.

Overall, the liable party ought to solely be liable “proportional to the particular level of directions given to the robot” - the higher the robot’s learning capabilities are, or the longer duration of the robot’s education, the greater the obligation of the user/owner.

Additionally, there are some possible analogies regarding the liability of the user exist within the EU as well as within the US. Among the foremost common theories are unit the liability of owners for their animals, the liability of parents for their kids, the liability of employers for their workers, and the responsibility for persons carrying out unusually dangerous
activities. Any possible framework should balance various related concerns, like the specific risks of robots, present legal standards, and consumer protection goals.

The focus lies on liability without fault, since the regular of care in the realm of negligence may become unfulfillable if the courts continuously form new duties of care and obligations for superintendence and management. At some point, such a development would be equal to a strict liability statute. In sum, the analogy to existing theories or the implementation of a special strict liability regime may be favorable and would at least create a degree of legal certainty.

In cases of strict liability, proving causation may be easier for the victim and not only in those jurisdictions where causation is presumed in such cases. Instead of establishing some misconduct in the sphere of the defendant, the victim only has to prove that the risk triggering strict liability materialised. Depending on how this risk was defined by the legislator, this may be easier, considering that, for instance, current motor vehicle liability statutes merely require an ‘involvement’ of the car or its being ‘in operation’ when the accident happened.
In addition to the initial complexity of AI systems upon announcement, the victims can seek damages claims against the manufacturer. In most countries, defective products laws repute manufacturers liable for harm caused by the products they bring to markets. A product is typically deemed defective when it generates unpredicted injury in normal use. In turn, a defect is assessed in normal circumstances of use that is “use to which it could reasonably be expected that the product would be put”. Most defective products law establish a strict liability regime: the mere proof of a defect triggers liability, regardless of whether there has been fault or negligence. And defective product laws tolerate only a limited number of exoneration causes. This kind of liability relies on the causation of a certain risk rather than on a specific action itself. outside of product liability law (which is strict), extra-contractual liability legislation is not entirely harmonized in the EU. and they will most likely be subject to more or less numerous upgrades, which are not essentially supplied by the original manufacturer. Categorizing which part of a now flawed code was wrong from the launch or harmfully changed in the course of an update, will at least require (again) significant expert input, but doing so is essential in order to determine whom to sue for compensation.
The procedure of AI systems often depends on data and other input collected by the system's own sensors or added by external sources. Not only may such data be damaged in itself, but the processing of otherwise correct data may also be imperfect. The latter may be due to original defects in designing the handling of data, or the consequence of distortions of the system's self learning capabilities due to the substance of data collected, whose randomness may lead the AI system in question to misperceive and miscategorise subsequent input.

Complications of uncertain causation are of course not new to European legal systems, even though they are posed differently depending on the applicable standard of proof. As long as the uncertainty exceeds that threshold, the victim will remain uncompensated, but as soon as the likelihood of the causation theory on which the victim's case rests meets the standard of proof, they will be fully compensated.

This all-or-nothing predicament is already being addressed throughout Europe by some modifications that aid the victim in proving causation under certain conditions. Courts may for instance be willing to accept prima facie evidence in complex scenarios, such as those emerging digital technologies give rise to, where the exact sequence of events may be difficult to prove. While the
burden of proving causation is not shifted yet, it is clearly eased for the victim, who need not substantiate every single link in the chain of causation if courts accept that a given outcome is the typical effect of a certain development in that chain. Moreover, as past medical misconduct cases have shown, courts tend to be willing to place the burden of producing evidence on the party who is or should be in control of the evidence, with failure to bring forward such evidence resulting in a presumption to the detriment of that party.

If for instance, certain log files cannot be produced or properly read, courts may be arranged to hold this against the party that was in charge of these recordings (and/or of the technology for analysing them). In some cases, some European legislators have occurred and shifted the burden of proving causation altogether, thereby presuming that the victim's harm was caused by the perpetrator, though leaving the perpetrator the possibility to rebut this. It remains to be seen to what extent any of these tools will be used in favour of the victim if their harm may have been caused by the autonomous robots.

It is already difficult to prove that some behavior or activity was the cause of harm, but it gets even more complex if other substitute causes come into play. This is nothing new, but it will
become much more of an issue in the future, given the interconnectedness of emerging AIs and their increased dependency on external input and data, making it increasingly doubtful whether the damage at stake was caused by a single original cause or by the interplay of multiple (actual or potential) causes.

Current tort law regimes in Europe handle such doubts in the case of multiple potential sources of harm quite differently. Even if something is proven to have caused the harm (for instance, because an autonomous car hit with a tree), the real reason for it is not always similarly obvious. The car may have been poorly designed (be it its hardware, pre-installed software, or both), but it may also have either misread correct, or received incorrect, data, or a software update done by the original producer or by some third party may have been damaged, or the operator may have unsuccessful to install an update which would have prevented the impact, to give just a few examples, not to mention a combination of multiple such factors.

The standard response by existing tort laws in Europe in such cases of substitute causation, if it remains unclear which one of several possible causes was the decisive influence to cause of the harm, is that either no-one is responsible (since the victim's evidence fails to reach the threshold to prove causation of one
cause), or that all parties are equally and separately responsible, which is the common view.. The former outcome is detrimental for the victim, the latter for those merely possible tortfeasors who in fact did not cause harm, but may still be attractive targets for litigation because of their procedural availability and/or their more promising financial ability to actually pay compensation. The problem of who really caused the harm in question will therefore often not be solved in the first round of litigation started by the victim, but on alternative level, if ever. Approaches that are more modern provide for comparative liability at least in some cases, reducing the victim's claim against each potential tortfeasor to allowance corresponding to the possibility that each of them in fact caused the harm in question.

• **Wrongful acts and omission:**

As the principal provision of tortious liability, Article 163(1) of the Civil Code stipulates that any person that intentionally or negligently causes damage or injury to another person is liable to the injured party for compensation. Article 163(1) of the Civil Code explicitly comprises three conditions:

- act or omission;
- damage or injury; and
a causal link between the two.

However, it is generally understood that a person will be considered liable under Article 163(1) of the Civil Code only where and insofar as it was at fault.

The Civil Code does not comprise a statutory definition of 'fault'. The definition generally used in Egyptian law today is the one introduced by the Court of Cassation in 1978, which defined 'tortious fault' as conduct that deviates from the norm, insofar as it ignores the care and prudence that an average reasonable person would observe. This definition describes what is commonly understood as negligence. While the Court of Cassation did not explicitly include intent in its definition of 'tortious fault', there is consensus that tortious fault under Egyptian law comprises intent. Thus, as a fourth implicit element of claim, Article 163(1) of the Civil Code requires that the obligor acted – or failed to act – intentionally or negligently.

Consideration must also be given to liability for omissions. If such liability were to be imposed without further restrictions, the group of persons potentially liable under Article 163(1) of the Civil Code would be overly extensive. For instance, an innocent bystander could be held liable for failing to prevent a person from
using an obviously unsafe product. Therefore, some jurisdictions have limited tortious liability for omissions to situations where the concerned person was under a duty to act (i.e., a driver involved in a car accident being obliged to assist other persons involved in the accident). However, Egyptian law does not apply this method, but rather solves the issue through the requirement of fault. Thus, when deciding on whether a person is liable for failing to prevent harm to another person, an Egyptian court will consider whether the harm was caused due to this failure.

As any person causing damage or injury is liable under Article 163(1) of the Civil Code, the manufacturer or distributor of a product may be held liable pursuant to Article 163(1) of the Civil Code where:

- a defect in the good caused harm to a person; and
- the defect was caused, intentionally or negligently, by the manufacturer or distributor.

Thus, in contrast to liability under Article 67(1) of the Commercial Transaction Law, a person (e.g., the manufacturer or distributor of goods) may be liable for a defect only if that person was responsible for causing the defect. Due to this requirement, distributors – which may be held liable for production defects under
Article 67(1) of the Commercial Transaction Law – will not be liable for production defects under Article 163(1) of the Civil Code, since they are unlikely to be responsible for a production defect in the product being sold. However, distributors may be liable for defects caused by improper storage or handling of goods pursuant to Article 163(1) of the Civil Code – defects for which a manufacturer will likely not be liable.

Unlike contractual liability, liability under Article 163(1) of the Civil Code is not restricted to specific persons. Any injured party can recover damages under tort.

The injury or damage incurred need not be foreseeable in order to be recoverable under tortious liability. Still, as a general principle of Egyptian law, consequent damages are recoverable under tort only where they were a natural consequence of the wrongful act or omission. Thus, tortious liability is wider than contractual liability insofar as it does not restrict the injured party to compensation for foreseeable damage or injury, but does not necessarily cover responsibility for all consequential damages.

Actions under Article 163(1) of the Civil Code are time barred three years from the date on which the obligee become aware of the
elements of claim and, in any case, 15 years after the wrongful act or omission occurred (Article 172 of the Civil Code).

Pursuant to Egyptian law, liability under tort may not be limited or excluded by agreement. Any agreement to the contrary is void (Article 217(3) of the Civil Code).

In addition to what already mentioned in the overview above, tort laws in Europe are traditionally fault-based, providing compensation to the victim if the defendant is to blame for the former's damage. Such blame is commonly linked to the deviation from some conduct expected of, but not shown, by the tortfeasor. Whether or not a legal system distinguishes between objective or subjective wrongdoing and/or divides the basis of liability for misconduct into wrongfulness and fault, two things remain crucial: to identify the duties of care the perpetrator should have discharged and to prove that the conduct of the perpetrator of the damage did not discharge those duties.

The duties in question are determined by various factors. Sometimes they are defined earlier by legal language prescribing or prohibiting certain specific conduct, but often they must be reconstructed after the fact by the court on the basis of social
beliefs about the cautious and reasonable course of action in the conditions.

Emerging AIs technologies make it difficult to apply fault-based liability rules, due to the lack of well-established models of proper functioning of these technologies and the possibility of their developing because of learning without direct human control.

The processes running in AI systems cannot all be measured according to duties of care designed for human conduct, or not without adjustments that would require further explanation. As European legal systems tend to regulate product and safety requirements in advance more than other jurisdictions, it may well be the case that at least certain minimum rules will be introduced (if only, for example, logging requirements alleviating an analysis, after the fact, of what actually happened), to help define and apply the duties of care relevant for tort law should damage occur. A violation of such statutory or regulatory requirements may also trigger liability more easily for the victim, by shifting the burden of proving fault in many systems for instance. Still, such requirements will not be present from the beginning, and it may take years for such rules to emerge, either in legislation or in the courts.
Legal requirements have to be distinguished from industry standards (or practices) not yet recognised by the legislator. Their relevance in a tort action is necessarily weaker, even though the courts may look at such requirements as well when assessing in review whether or not conduct complied with the duties of care that needed to be discharged under the circumstances.

Taking a step back and shifting the focus onto a software developer who wrote the firmware for some smart gadget, for instance, does not resolve the problem entirely, since – as already mentioned – the software may have been designed to adjust itself to unprecedented situations or at least to manage with novel input not matching any pre-installed data. If the operation of some technology that includes AI, for instance, is legally permissible, presuming that the developer made use of state-of-the-art knowledge at the time the system was launched, any subsequent choices made by the AI technology independently may not necessarily be attributable to some flaw in its original design. The question therefore arises whether the choice to admit it to the market, or implement the AI system in an environment where harm was consequently caused, in itself is a breach of the duties of care applicable to such choices.
In addition to the difficulties of determining what constitutes fault in the case of damage caused by an emerging digital technology, there may also be problems with proving fault. In general, the victim has to prove that the defendant (or someone whose conduct is attributable to them) was at fault. The victim therefore not only needs to identify which duties of care the defendant should have discharged, but also to prove to the court that these duties were breached. Proving the defendant is at fault entails providing the court with evidence that may lead it to believe what the applicable standard of care was and that it has not been met. The second part of this is to provide evidence of how the event giving rise to the damage occurred. The more complex the circumstances leading to the victim's harm are, the harder it is to identify relevant evidence. For instance, it can be difficult and costly to identify a bug in a long and complicated software code. In the case of AI, examining the process leading to a specific result (how the input data led to the output data) may be difficult, very time-consuming and expensive.

• Vicarious liability:

Vicarious liability – that is, the liability for damage or injury caused by third parties – is governed by Article 173 and following of the Civil Code. Article 174 of the Civil Code stipulates that a
person is liable for harm caused by the wrongful acts or omissions of third parties, if such harm was caused in execution of a task for which the third party was retained by the obligor. Thus, under Article 174 of the Civil Code, a manufacturer or distributor may be held liable for the actions or omissions of, among other things, an Egyptian commercial agent retained to sell his or her products in Egypt. However, the manufacturer or distributor can recover any compensation paid pursuant to Article 174 of the Civil Code from the third party (Article 175 of the Civil Code).

Liability for harm caused by an object (i.e. custodial liability) is regulated in Article 176 and following of the Civil Code. While Articles 176 and 177 of the Civil Code deal with liability for harm caused to animals and buildings (which will be of little relevance in respect of product liability), Article 178 of the Civil Code concerns liability for inanimate movable objects. It provides that a person who is charged with supervising an object (i.e. the custodian) will be liable for injury or damage caused by that object to another person. Since manufacturers and vendors usually do not have custody of goods after they are handed over to the buyer, this provision will have little application regarding product liability. However, liability under Article 178 of the Civil Code is strict.
Existing tort laws in Europe differ substantially in their approach to holding someone (the principal) liable for the conduct of another (the auxiliary). Some attribute an auxiliary's conduct to the principal without further requirements, other than that the auxiliary acted under the direction of the principal and for the benefit of the principal. Others hold the principal liable in tort law only under very exceptional conditions, such as known dangerousness of the auxiliary or the auxiliary's complete unsuitability for the assigned task, or if the defendant was at fault in selecting or supervising the auxiliary. There are also jurisdictions, which use both approaches.

Jurisdictions with a neutral (and therefore broader) definition of strict liability (as liability without fault of the liable person in general) regard vicarious liability as a mere variant of this strict (or no-fault) liability. If the notion of strict liability is equated with liability for some specific risk, dangerous object or activity instead, vicarious liability is rather associated with fault liability, as liability of the principal without personal fault of their own, but for the (passed-on) ‘fault’ of their auxiliary instead, even though the auxiliary's conduct is then not necessarily evaluated according to the benchmarks applicable to themselves, but to the benchmarks for the principal.
Regardless of such differences, the concept of vicarious liability is considered by some as a possible catalyst for arguing that operators of machines, computers, robots or similar technologies should also be strictly liable for their operations, based on an analogy to the basis of vicarious liability. If someone can be held liable for the violation of some human helper, why should the beneficiary of such support not be equally liable if they outsource their duties to a non-human helper instead, considering that they equally benefit from such delegation.

A victim can claim to engage the vicarious liability of a third party with omission. For simplicity, I call this third party a “governor”. Common examples include the vicarious liability of employees, parents, masters, and owners, for damage caused respectively by employees, children, slaves, and property. As far as AIs are concerned, the governor of an algorithm’s machines could be held liable for damages. In both civil and common law, indirect responsibility rules are negligence or fault-based. They require a degree of wrongdoing. For example, in Belgian civil law, when the cause of harm is a thing, the damaged claimant should establish a “defect” understood as an abnormal feature that may be conducive to damage in certain circumstances. In contrast, in French civil law, there is no necessity to establish a defect. Both regimes, however,
necessitate proof that the keeper of the things exercised effective control over it.

The policy argument is quite convincing that using the assistance of a self-learning and autonomous machine should not be treated differently from employing a human auxiliary, if such assistance leads to harm of a *third party* (‘principle of functional equivalence’). Nevertheless, at least in those jurisdictions, which consider vicarious liability a variant of fault liability, holding the principal liable for the wrongdoing of another, it may be challenging to identify the benchmark against which the operation of non-human helpers will be assessed in order to mirror the misconduct element of human auxiliaries. The potential benchmark should take into account that in many areas of application, non-human auxiliaries are safer, that is less likely to cause damage to others than human actors, and the law should at least not discourage their use.

Generally, most of the liability laws assume a human actor. Therefore, robots and other machines are mostly seen as mere tools. This concept has been applied to electronic communications, where automated message systems are attributed to the person on whose behalf the computer was programmed (Article 12 United Nations Convention of the Use of Electronic Communications in
International Contracts). This evaluation corresponds to the general principle that the employer of a tool should be responsible for the results of its use since the tool has no will of its own. However, the more autonomous robots are, the less they may be seen as mere tools in the hands of the user.

• Strict liability:

Particularly from the 19th century onwards, legislators often responded to risks brought about by new technologies by introducing strict liability, replacing the notion of responsibility for misconduct with liability irrespective of fault, attached to specific risks linked to some object or activity, which was deemed permissible, though at the expense of a residual risk of harm linked to it. So far, these changes to the law have concerned, for instance, means of transport (such as trains or motor vehicles), energy (such as nuclear power, power lines), or pipelines. Even before that, tort laws often responded to increased risks by shifting the burden of proving fault, making it easier for the victim to succeed if the defendant was in control of particular sources of harm such as animals, or defective immovable.

The landscape of strict liability in Europe is quite varied. Some legal systems are restrictive and have made very limited use
of such alternative liability regimes (often expanding fault liability instead). Others are more or less generous, while not allowing analogy to individually defined strict liabilities. Some Member States have also introduced a (more or less broad) general rule of strict liability, typically for some ‘dangerous activity’, which the courts in those jurisdictions interpret quite differently. In some jurisdictions, the keeping of a thing causes strict liability, which is another way to provide for a rather far-reaching deviation from the classic fault requirement.

Existing rules on strict liability for motor vehicles, which can be found in many, but not all EU Member States, may well also be applied to autonomous vehicles or drones, but there are many potential liability breaches.

Strict liability for the operation of computers, software or the like is so far widely unknown in Europe, even though there are some limited examples where countries provide for the liability of the operator of some (typically narrowly defined) computer system, such as databases operated by the state.

The advantage of strict liability for the victim is obvious, as it exempts them from having to prove any misconduct within the defendant's sphere, let alone the causal link between such offense
and the victim's loss, allowing the victim to focus instead only on whether the risk brought about by the technology materialised by causing them harm. Nevertheless, one has to bear in mind that often-strict liabilities are coupled with liability caps or other restrictions in order to counterbalance the increased risk of liability of those benefiting from the technology. Such caps are often further justified as contributing to making the risk insurable, as strict liability statutes often require adequate insurance cover for the liability risks.

A factor which any legislator considering the introduction of strict liability will have to take into account is the effect that such introduction may have on the improvement of the technology, as some may be more hesitant to actively promote technological research if the risk of liability is considered a preventive. Instead, this allegedly chilling effect of tort law is even stronger as long as the question of liability is entirely unresolved and therefore unpredictable, whereas the introduction of a specific statutory solution at least more or less clearly delimits the risks and contributes to making them insurable.
Product liability:

In principle, the civil and commercial laws of the MENA region are homogenous. This is, among other reasons, due to the influence of Egyptian law. In particular, the Civil Code (131/1948) serves as a basis for the development of civil and commercial laws throughout the region. However, product liability laws have only recently been developed and thus were little influenced by the expansion of Egyptian law in the MENA region during the second half of the 20th century. Consequently, regulations governing this area of law are much more heterogenic. This update provides an overview of the product liability regulations that should be considered when trading with Egypt.

Furthermore, for more than 30 years, the principle of strict producer liability for personal injury and damage to consumer property caused by defective products has been an important part of the European consumer protection system. At the same time, the harmonisation of strict liability rules has helped to achieve a level playing field for producers supplying their products to different countries. On the other hand, while all EU Member States have implemented the Product Liability Directive (PLD), liability for defective products is not harmonised entirely. Apart from differences in implementing the directive, Member States also
continue to preserve alternative paths to compensation in addition to the strict liability of producers for defective products under the PLD.

The PLD is based on the principle that the producer (broadly defined along the distribution channel) is liable for damage caused by the defect in a product they have put into circulation for economic purposes or in the course of their business. Interests protected by the European product liability regime are limited to life and health and consumer property.

The PLD was drawn up on the basis of the technological neutrality principle. According to the latest evaluation of the directive's performance, its regime continues to serve as an effective tool and contributes to enhancing consumer protection, innovation, and product safety. However, some key concepts underpinning the EU regime, as adopted in 1985, are today an inadequate match for the potential risks of autonomous robots and AI. The progressive sophistication of the market and the prevalent penetration of autonomous robots and AI reveal that some key concepts require explanation. This is because the key aspects of the PLD's liability regime have been designed with traditional products and business models in mind – material objects placed on the market by a one-time action of the producer, after which the
producer does not maintain control over the product. Emerging digital technologies put the existing product liability regime to the test in several respects concerning notions of product, defect and producer.

The scope of the product liability regime rests on the concept of product. For the purposes of the Directive, products are defined as movable objects, even when incorporated into another movable or immovable object, and include electricity. So far, the distinction of products and services has not encountered insurmountable difficulties. However, autonomous robots and especially AI systems, challenge that clear distinction and raise open questions. In AI systems, products and services permanently interact and a sharp separation between them is unfeasible. It is also questionable whether software is covered by the legal concept of product or product component. It is particularly discussed whether the answer should be different for embedded and non-embedded software, including over-the-air software updates or other data feeds. Regardless, where such updates or other data feeds are provided from outside the EEA, the victim may not have anybody to turn to within the EEA, as there will typically not be an intermediary importer domiciled within the EEA in the case of direct downloads.
The second key element of the product liability regime is the notion of defect. Defectiveness is assessed based on the safety expectations of an average consumer, taking into account all relevant circumstances. The interconnectivity of products and systems makes it hard to identify defectiveness. Sophisticated AI autonomous systems with self-learning capabilities also raise the question of whether unpredictable deviations in the decision-making path can be treated as defects. Even if they constitute a defect, the state-of-the-art defence may apply. Furthermore, the complexity and the opacity of emerging autonomous robots and AI complicate chances for the victim to discover and prove the defect and prove causation.

As the PLD focuses on the moment when the product was put into circulation as the key turning point for the producer's liability, this cuts off claims for anything the producer may subsequently add via some update or upgrade. Moreover, the PLD does not provide for any duties to monitor the products after putting them into circulation. Highly sophisticated AI systems may not be finished products that are put on the market in a traditional way. The producer may retain some degree of control over the product's further development in the form of additions or updates after circulation. At the same time, the producer's control may be limited
and nonexclusive if the product's operation requires data provided by third parties or collected from the environment, and depends on self-learning process and personalising settings chosen by the user. This dilutes the traditional role of a producer, when a multitude of actors contribute to the design, functioning and use of the AI product/system.

This is related to another limitation of liability – most Member States adopted the so-called development risk defence, which allows the producer to avoid liability if the state of scientific and technical knowledge at the time when he put the product into circulation was not such as to enable the existence of the defect to be discovered (Article 7 PLD). The defence may become much more important practically with regard to sophisticated AI-based products.

It has been mentioned that the PLD regime protects life and health as well as consumer property. With regard to the latter, it is not clear whether it covers damage to data, as data may not be an ‘item of property’ within the meaning of Article 9 PLD.

- **Contributory conduct:**

  While balancing liability in light of the victim's own conduct contributing to their harm does not raise new problems in the era of
emerging digital technologies, one should keep in mind that all challenges listed above with respect to the tortfeasor apply correspondingly to the victim. This is particularly true if the victim was involved in or somehow benefited from the operation of some smart artificially system or other interconnected autonomous robots, e.g. by installing (or failing to install) updates, by modifying default system settings, or by adding their own digital content. Apart from collisions of autonomous vehicles, further obvious examples include the homeowner who fails to properly install and combine multiple components of a smart home system despite adequate instructions. In the former case, two similar risks meet, whereas in the latter the risks of an emerging digital technology have to be weighed against failure to abide by the expected standard of care.

**Prescription:**

While there is a certain trend throughout Europe to reform the laws regarding prescription of tort claims, it is uncomplicated to apply these rules to scenarios involving autonomous robots and AI. Nevertheless, one should be aware that particularly in jurisdictions where the prescription period is comparatively short, the complexities of these technologies, which may delay the fact-finding process, may run counter to the interests of the victim by
cutting off their claim prematurely, before the technology could be identified as the source of her harm.

**Procedural challenges:**

In addition to the problems of substantive tort law already indicated, the application of liability frameworks in practice is also affected by challenges in the field of procedural law. Considering the tendency of case law experience in some Member States to alleviate the burden of proving causation in certain complex matters (such as medical malpractice), one could easily envisage that courts might be similarly supportive of victims of emerging autonomous robots and AI, who have a hard time proving that the technology in question was the actual cause of their harm. Nevertheless, again this is likely to differ from case to case and most certainly from Member State to Member State. As far as purely procedural issues are concerned, there may equally be problems; as well, established procedural law concepts like prima facie evidence may be difficult to apply to situations involving of autonomous robots and AI.

The subsequent differences in the outcome of cases which result from differences in the procedural laws of the Member States...
may be alleviated at least in part by harmonising the rules on the burden of proof.

- **Insurance:**

  An obligatory insurance scheme for certain categories of autonomous robots and AI has been proposed as a possible solution to the problem of allocating liability for damage caused by such systems (sometimes combined with compensation funds for damage not covered by mandatory insurance policies). Nevertheless, an obligatory insurance scheme cannot be considered the only answer to the problem of how to allocate liability and cannot completely replace clear and fair liability rules. Insurance companies form a part of the completely social ecosystem and need liability rules to protect their own interests in relation to other entities (redress rights).

  Additionally, in order to keep emerging autonomous robots and AI as safe as possible and, therefore, trustworthy a duty of care should be affected by insurance as little as possible. However, at the same time, cases of very high or catastrophic risks need to be insured in order to secure compensation for potentially serious damage.
Therefore, the question relates to whether first party or third party insurance, or a combination of both, should be required or at least recommended and in which cases. Currently, EU law requires obligatory liability (third party) insurance e.g. for the use of motor vehicles, air carriers and aircraft operators, or carriers of passengers by sea. Laws of the Member States require obligatory liability insurance in various other cases, mostly coupled with strict liability schemes, or for practicing certain professions.

New optional insurance policies (e.g. cyber-insurance) are offered to those interested in covering both first- and third-party risks. Generally, the insurance market is quite heterogeneous and can adapt to the requirements of all involved parties. Nevertheless, this heterogeneity, combined with a multiplicity of actors involved in an insurance claim, can lead to high administrative costs both on the side of insurance companies and potential defendants, the lengthy processing of insurance claims, and unpredictability of the final result for the parties involved.

Insurers traditionally use historical claims data to assess risk frequency and severity. In the future, more complex systems, using highly smooth risk profiles based on data analytics, including by analysing data logged or streamed in real time, will be gaining
ground. In the light of this, the issue of access to data for insurance companies is very pertinent.

The cost efficiency of the claims process is also an important consideration.

• **Conclusion:**

When it comes to the unforeseeable but harmful acts of autonomous robotic machines, the legislature should find a balance between a robot’s “parent”, who might not be guilty, and the “equally blameless victim”. To regulate the particular risks of these intelligent robots, a strict liability regime seems appropriate, since the role of human control and, therefore, the possibility of fault will decrease. While the recommended solutions in the US and the EU are similar, the scopes of the discussed liability theories differ from one country to the next. However, all models seem like reasonable to some point. Ultimately, the theory of parental liability might seem the least fitting due to fundamental differences between robots and children. Whereas a kind of vicarious liability or liability for dangerous activities seems most fitting.

However, the theory of dangerous activities might not be a long-term solution either, as the underlying rationale of the theory will become inadequate at some point. Moreover, there are also
several comparisons when comparing robots to animals. One advantage of treating robots as animals would be the fact that one would not have to consider any special status or rights of the robots, as would be predictable when comparing them to children or employees. In addition, strict liability for animals is based exactly on the unpredictability of animals and the lack of governor owners have, to a certain extent, over erratic animal behavior.

In general, a single broad statute encompassing the liability for all kinds of robots might be “illusory”. Instead, the creation of various categories seems more realistic. Categories should be based on several factors: the level of autonomy, learning capabilities, dependence on data (self-contained or external), the operating environment, and the level of risk inherent to the specific robot. Since it is unlikely that users of autonomous systems will be able to assess whether their machine is generally safe or if the model might have been dangerous in the past, the introduction of a centralized agency might be a good solution.

Furthermore, it seems appropriate to limit strict liability to some extent, as traditional liability regimes normally do. Relating to the exceptions for parents and keepers of animals, a robot user could be able to escape liability if he proves that “the dangerous propensities of the robot were reasonably unknown, a fortuitous
event occurred” or “humans could not prevent the harmful behavior”. This would not be possible under the respondent superior liability scheme.

However, a too generous limitation concerning unpredictable behavior would be contradictory to the underlying reason for the establishment of a strict liability regime in the first place. If the same criterion would be used as a limitation to the statute, not much would be gained. Therefore, the liability could be limited to injuries caused by the specific risks of autonomy, which could be described as injuries due to bugs in the software, “an unpredictable self-learning behavior, or defective data”.

To conclude, it seems that fault-based liability regimes are not fully capable of determining liability when it comes to the specific risks of autonomous robots. A strict liability regime would, on the other hand, ensure legal certainty and provide compensation for victims. However, the construction of a new doctrine poses challenges for courts and legal scholars across the world.
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